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1 Introduction

In VTT’s reactor analysis code system DNB/CHFR is calculated in separate hot
channel or hot rod analyses, and the three-dimensional core calculations do not
include options for DNB/CHFR calculation. The separate hot channel analyses
enable e.g. fast and repeated calculation of many fuel bundles allowing extensive
sensitivity studies.

In some occasions the calculation of DNB/CHFR already in the three-dimensional
core calculation would be beneficial, and a new output option has been included
in TRAB-3D /1, 2/: DNB/CHFR may be calculated for selected fuel rods, and
output in map form.

The new option is not, however, a substitute to separate hot channel analyses. To
emphasize this, a short discussion on hot channel calculations is included in this
report.

The work has been carried out in the TRICOT project of the SAFIR2010
Research programme, with the funding of VTT and VYR.

2 The new output option for MCPR/CHF in TRAB-3D

Calculation of DNB/CHFR has been added into the calculations for one fuel rod
at a time in TRAB-3D. Thus the normal output conventions of the code are
available. The results are stored in a corewide table, and can be printed out as a
radial charts for minima for bundles, or as corewide single variables of the
minima and its location. Different correlations for different fuel can be defined,
but presently only one correlation per fuel location can be calculated.

Changes in the code are documented in /3/. New correlation subroutines can
easily be added, and they obey the same form as used in the one-dimensional
TRAB-code.

The notation for input and output below obeys that of the TRAB-3D User’s
Manual /2/

2.1 New input

The fuel locations in which the DNB/CHFR will be calculated, are given in a new
keyword /DNBCOR explained below.

/DNBCOR / JDNBC (IDFR) >0 calculate the correlation indicated by
the number for fuel IDFR (radial map)
=0 do not calculate for fuel IDFR

                      /  FRADXX(IDFR) = radial peaking for fuel IDFR (radial map)
                      /  RXLXX(IDFR) = parameter for the correlation for fuel IDFR (radial map)
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An input example for a half core layout (the numbers are meaningless) is given
below:
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2.2 New output

New output in radial chart form is defined in keyword H-TABLE (Section 3.9):
table CCPR3D is added as TRAB3D node variable for printout, with LSDAT1 =
13.

An example input defining output in map form for burnup and DNB in the same
map is given below:

New time-dependent output variables can be chosen for keyword /TIME-D
(Section 3.7)

single variables (FUNTIM)
TCCPRM =  whole core minimum critical channel power ratio
ZZCPRM = axial position of TCCPRM from bottom of fuel
RNCPRM = node from bottom for TCCPRM
RLCPRM = location for TCCPRM
RFCPRM = fuel for TCCPRM
CHCPRM = channel for TCCPRM

Note: the node number output variables are not integers but real, because time-d
output does not print out integer numbers.

table variables (DISLA)
CCPRM(IDFR)  = minimum critical channel power ratio for IDFR

table variables (NODESL)
CCPR node values for time-dependent storing and plotting e.g. in horizontal or
vertical planes, order of variable = 172

An example input for output of single variables and a radial chart of CPR-minima
is given below:
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An example of the output listing for the radial chart in printout is given below:

An example of the output listing for time-dependent variables is given below:

An example of a radial chart based on TRAB-3D output is given below (the
maximum output value is limited to 5 for plotting purposes):
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2.3 Discussion

In VTT the hot channel analyses for the three-dimensional reactor analysis codes
are carried out with the one-dimensional TRAB code /4, 5/. Hot rod analyses may
also be carried out with the coupled  FRAPTRAN-GENFLO code /6, 7, 8/.

In comparison with these hot channel and hot rod analyses, the new output option
of TRAB-3D is just an output option. It is not a substitute for hot channel
analyses. It can be seen as a calculation for a hot rod situated in the chosen
bundle, not affecting the behaviour in the bundle. The interaction of fuel and
coolant, calculated in the hot channel analyses, is missing.

Furthermore, the corewide three-dimensional model does not include such
specific models which are available in the separate hot channel analyses, as
transition and film boiling, film boiling collapse, and oxidation of the cladding.

The DNB/CHFR results for the whole core can, however, be illustrative or serve
as an additional tool in choosing locations for a more thorough hot channel
analysis.

For an accurate three-dimensional output of BWR hot rod CPR with vendor
specific XL-correlations, relevant hot rod factors and the fuel dependent R-factors
would be needed.

Finally, the separate hot channel analyses are very fast, and can be carried out
automatically utilizing a sensitivity analysis tool /9/, allowing to study a large
number of positions and parameter variations in a systematic way.

3 Conclusions

A new output option has been added into VTT’s three-dimensional reactor
analysis code TRAB-3D, allowing calculation of DNB/CHFR for selected fuel
rods and their output in map form. The new option is not, however, a substitute to
separate hot channel analyses, which apply models, methodology and sensitivity
studies not applicable in the present three-dimensional core calculation
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